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Abstract.12

Background: The diagnostic potential of multimodal MRI approaches to discriminate among progressive supranuclear palsy
(PSP), Parkinson variant of multiple system atrophy (MSA-P) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) has not been well investigated.

13
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Objective: To identify disease-specific neurodegenerative patterns and evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of dedicated MRI,
iron concentration (R2*), microstructural integrity (mean diffusivity; MD and fractional anisotropy; FA) as well as volumes
were analyzed in patients with PSP, MSA-P and PD.
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Methods: 3T MRI of 18 PSP and 16 MSA-P patients were compared with 16 PD patients matched for age and disease
duration as well as 21 healthy controls. Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) was applied to objectively identify focal MRI
changes throughout the whole-brain. Following dimensionality reduction of significant and multiple comparison-corrected
SPM clusters through principal component analysis (PCA), stepwise receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis (ROC)
was applied to determine the diagnostic potential of multimodal MRI parameters.
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Results: PCA revealed two components involving multiple regions identified from SPM analysis. The first component was
primarily composed of the mean MD value of the thalamus and the mean MD and FA values of the dentatorubrothalamic
tract and the corpus callosum. The second component mainly consisted of mean MD and FA values of the middle cerebellar
peduncle. ROC analysis showed 92% of PSP patients were differentiated correctly from MSA-P and PD and 80% of MSA-P
patients could be distinguished from PD.
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Conclusion: Multimodal MRI improved the detection of disease-specific neurodegenerative patterns in PSP and MSA-P and
highlights its potential to improve the diagnostic accuracy of atypical parkinsonian disorders.
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multiple system atrophy
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INTRODUCTION32

Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and multi-33

ple system atrophy (MSA) may mimic Parkinson’s34
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disease (PD) particularly in the early stage of the 35

disease and error rates in initial clinical diagnosis 36

can be substantial [1, 2] highlighting the need for 37

additional diagnostic markers. Advances in the devel- 38

opment of novel MRI sequences such as diffusion 39

tensor imaging (DTI) and MR relaxometry and sub- 40

sequent automated image analysis provide insights 41

into different aspects of neurodegeneration. Previous 42
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2 M. Seki et al. / Multimodal MRI Study in Parkinsonian Syndrome

studies have evaluated their potential as diagnostic43

markers for different types of degenerative parkin-44

sonism [3–6]. DTI signal changes in the putamen and45

middle cerebellar peduncle were shown to differenti-46

ate the Parkinson variant of MSA (MSA-P) from PD47

with high diagnostic accuracy [3, 4], whereas those48

of the superior cerebellar peduncle and corpus cal-49

losum improved the discrimination of PSP from PD50

[5, 6]. Likewise, increased iron content in the caudate51

nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, and thalamus [7,52

8] have provided evidence for the diagnostic poten-53

tial in separating MSA and PSP, respectively, from54

PD. When applying region of interest (ROI)-based55

or whole-brain voxel-based approaches to multi-56

modal MRI, the combination of MRI parameters from57

different MRI sequences was recently reported to dis-58

tinguish MSA from PD with high accuracy [9, 10].59

However, until now, studies investigating those mark-60

ers in more than two patient groups are scarce and the61

diagnostic potential of multimodal MRI parameters62

to differentiate PSP from other parkinsonian disor-63

ders such as MSA-P and PD has not been formally64

investigated.65

Voxel-based analysis methods such as statistical66

parametric mapping enable to perform categorical67

analyses of diffusivity metrics, relaxometry and grey68

and white matter volumetry throughout the entire69

brain without having to make a priori hypothesis as to70

their location [11, 12]. In the present study we have71

applied whole-brain voxel-based analysis to multi-72

modal MRI data comprising R2* (measure of iron73

concentration), DTI including mean diffusivity (MD)74

and fractional anisotropy (FA) and volumetric mea-75

sures of the grey and white matter compartments,76

i) to characterize patterns of neurodegeneration in77

patients with early-stage PSP, MSA-P and PD, ii) to78

examine the association between characteristic MRI79

changes and clinical parameters and iii) to evaluate80

the potential of identified MRI parameters to differ-81

entiate among PSP, MSA-P and PD.82

METHODS83

Subjects84

Eighteen patients with PSP, 16 patients with MSA-85

P, and 16 patients with PD matched for age, gender86

and disease duration were consecutively recruited at87

our centre. For their baseline ( = first visit) scans to88

be included in this study patients had to meet con-89

sensus operational criteria of probable PSP, MSA-P90

and PD as assessed by 2 movement disorders spe-91

cialists after clinical follow-up of at least 24 months 92

[13–15]. Further inclusion criteria, all anchored on 93

the time of MRI included i) disease duration of less 94

than 7 years after symptom onset, ii) age of 50–75 95

years, iii) availability of Unified Parkinson’s Disease 96

Rating Scale (UPDRS) part III ratings and Hoehn & 97

Yahr staging and iv) presence of presynaptic nigros- 98

triatal dopaminergic dysfunction confirmed by either 99

dopamine transporter SPECT or [18F]-dopa PET. 100

MRI was performed within 1 month of the initial 101

clinical examination. Twenty-one healthy individu- 102

als with no signs of central nervous system disorders 103

and a Mini-Mental State Examination score of >28 104

served as age-matched control group. Participants 105

with white matter lesions of grade 2 and 3, vascular 106

or space-occupying lesions within the cerebrum, or 107

motion artefacts were excluded [16]. Due to marked 108

distortions DTI acquisitions of two patients with PSP 109

were excluded. The study was approved by the Ethics 110

Committee of the Medical University of Innsbruck. 111

The subjects’ written informed consent was obtained 112

according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 113

MRI data acquisition 114

All MRI measurements were performed on 115

a 3.0 Tesla whole-body MR scanner (Magne- 116

tom Verio, Siemens Erlangen, Germany) equipped 117

with a twelve-channel head coil. All partici- 118

pants underwent the same MRI protocol, including 119

whole-brain T1-weighted, fluid-attenuated inversion- 120

recovery, T2 and proton density-weighted, DTI 121

as well as T2*-weighted sequences. MRI acqui- 122

sition time was 27minutes and 36 seconds. The 123

MRI parameters for coronal T1-weighted 3D 124

magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (3D- 125

MPRAGE) were TR 1800 ms; TE 2.18 ms; inversion 126

time, 900 ms; slice thickness, 1.2 mm; matrix, 127

256 × 204 pixels; number of excitations, 1; flip 128

angle, 9◦; field of view 220 × 165 mm. The DTI 129

data were acquired using spin-echo echo-planar 130

imaging (echo time/repetition time = 83/8200 ms, 131

bandwidth = 1596 Hz/pixel; matrix size 116 × 116; 132

45 axial slices; voxel size, 2 × 2 × 3 mm3) with 133

20 diffusion gradient directions with a b-value of 134

1000 s/mm2 and one reference image with b = 0. 135

For the T2* quantification, a transversal 2D multi- 136

slice, multi-echo gradient echo sequence was used 137

covering the whole-brain volume (TR = 200 ms; 138

TE = 2.58, 4.81, 7.04, 9.27, 11.5, 13.73, 15.96 and 139

18.19 ms; flip angle, 20◦; bandwidth = 810 Hz/pixel; 140

matrix size 128 × 128; 43 axial slices; voxel size, 141
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1.7 × 1.7 × 3.0 mm3). R2* maps (R2* = 1/T2*) were142

calculated by pixel-wise fitting with a mono-143

exponential model using a custom-written ImageJ144

plugin (Wayne Rasband, U.S. National Institutes of145

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).146

Image post processing147

To avoid a priori assumptions through ROI anal-148

ysis on brain areas of potential interests, grey and149

white matter volume, MD, FA, and R2* measures150

were subjected to statistical parametric mapping151

(SPM, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neu-152

rology, London, UK; [11]). The software package153

SPM12 implemented in Matlab 7.8 (Mathsworks154

Inc., Sherborn, MA) was used to preprocess and ana-155

lyze MRI data. To compensate for eddy currents, DTI156

images were registered to a reference image without157

diffusion weighting. Registered DTI were visually158

verified for correct calculation and reconstruction159

for every subject. In order to avoid cerebrospinal160

fluid (CSF) contamination and partial volume effect161

derived from small cystic lesions, MD and FA maps162

were masked by voxel values that were below a163

threshold of mean CSF MD values minus 2 standard164

deviation (SD) and respectively above a threshold of165

mean CSF FA values minus 2 SD, determined for each166

individual subject [3, 17, 18]. To achieve accurate167

spatial normalization for MD, FA and R2* images,168

previously coregistered T1-weighted images were169

normalized onto the T1 template in MNI space, and170

the resulting transformation parameters were applied171

to the participant’s corresponding MD, FA and R2*172

images. A Gaussian kernel of 8 × 8 × 8 mm was then173

convolved with the spatially normalized parametric174

images of MD and FA to smooth them in order to175

accommodate inter-individual anatomic variability176

and to improve signal to noise ratios for the statisti-177

cal analysis. A Gaussian kernel of 4 × 4 × 4 mm was178

applied to lower resolution R2* images to account179

for statistical considerations mentioned above, with-180

out jeopardizing accurate localization of anatomical181

structures. Due to artefacts in the posterior fossa the182

cerebellum was excluded for R2* analysis. Voxel183

based morphometry (VBM) of the grey and white184

matter compartment was performed by using the185

standard version of the diffeomorphic anatomical186

registration using exponentiated lie algebra tool-187

box (DARTEL) implemented in SPM12 to have a188

high-dimensional normalization protocol [12]. Seg-189

mented and modulated images were transformed190

from the study-specific diffeomorphic anatomical191

registration space into Montreal Neurological Insti- 192

tute (MNI) space and smoothed by a Gaussian kernel 193

of 8 × 8 × 8 mm. For VBM analysis, age and total 194

intracranial volume were entered as covariates. For 195

MD, FA and R2* analysis, age was included as 196

a covariate. A masking threshold of approximately 197

10% of the lower image signal was applied to reduce 198

signal noise. 199

Statistical analysis 200

Demographic data are presented as frequencies, 201

means ± standard deviations, or median (interquar- 202

tile range) according to data distribution. The 203

binominal test was applied to test for the distribution 204

of gender. The Gaussian distribution was confirmed 205

by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Group differ- 206

ences of normally distributed data (i.e., age, disease 207

duration and UPDRS part III) were analyzed by para- 208

metric tests (one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA]) 209

and non-Gaussian distributed variables (i.e., Hoehn 210

& Yahr stage and Mini-Mental State Examination) 211

by nonparametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis test). Bon- 212

ferroni correction for multiple testing was applied 213

for post hoc testing. Between-group comparisons of 214

grey and white matter segments, as well as MD, FA 215

and R2* maps were assessed using one-way ANOVA 216

design with p < 0.001 as level of significance. The 217

family-wise error (FWE) at a threshold of p < 0.05 218

was applied to correct for multiple comparisons at 219

the voxel-cluster level. For correlation analysis of 220

the clinical assessments comprising UPDRS part III, 221

Hoehn & Yahr staging and disease duration, the MRI 222

values of 20 clusters obtained from the contrasts 223

between patients’ and control groups were extracted 224

by means of the MarsBar region of interest toolbox 225

[19]. The relationship between clinical assessments 226

and MRI parameters was investigated using Pearson’s 227

correlation statistics for normally distributed data or 228

Spearman’s rank correlation statistics for categorical 229

data and not Gaussian distributed parameters. Fur- 230

thermore, principal component analysis (PCA) was 231

applied to those MRI parameters with significant dif- 232

ferences between patients’ and healthy control groups 233

to identify the uncorrelated variables (i.e., principal 234

components) that account for the maximum amount 235

of variance of the data. Axes yielding an eigenvalue 236

greater than one were retained (Varimax-Kaiser rule 237

[20]). A least squares regression approach was used 238

to predict a factor score for each individual case fol- 239

lowed by a stepwise receiver-operating characteristic 240

curve (ROC) analysis and the corresponding area- 241
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under-the-curve (AUC) calculation. In the first step,242

we evaluated the ability to discriminate PSP patients243

from MSA-P/PD patients. As the second step of a244

step wise ROC analysis, we determined the diag-245

nostic ability to differentiate between MSA-P and246

PD patients. Data were tabulated and analyzed using247

commercial software packages (JMP version 11.0.0;248

SAS Institute, Tokyo and SPSS version 24, Chicago).249

RESULTS250

The demographic and clinical characteristics of251

patients and healthy controls (HCs) are shown in252

Table 1. There was no significant difference in gender253

ratio, age and disease duration among the four groups254

(PSP, MSA-P, PD, and HC).255

Group analysis, PSP (Fig. 1)256

Compared to the MSA-P, PD and the HC groups,257

the PSP group showed significantly increased MD258

values in the midbrain extending bilaterally into the259

ventrolateral thalamus, the superior cerebellar pedun-260

cles (SCPs), the trunk of the corpus callosum, the261

adjacent cingulum and the right globus pallidus as262

well as significant FA decreases in the corpus callo-263

sum. Significantly increased MD values in the frontal264

white matter (WM), left pallidum and right puta-265

men, and reduced FA values bilaterally in the SCP266

and the frontal WM were found when comparing the267

PSP group to the PD and HC groups (Supplementary268

Tables 1 and 2).269

In the PSP group R2* values were significantly270

increased bilaterally in the substantia nigra and red271

nucleus compared to the HC group as well as in the272

bilateral pallidum and the right putamen compared to273

the PD and HC groups. The PSP group also showed274

significantly higher R2* values in the occipital lobe275

when compared to the HC group (Supplementary276

Table 3).277

Grey matter (GM) volume was significantly278

decreased bilaterally in the caudate nucleus and puta-279

men compared to the PD and HC groups and there280

were significant WM reductions in the midbrain, the281

SCP, the bilateral thalamus, the trunk of the corpus282

callosum and the adjacent cingulum as well as the283

frontal WM compared to the MSA-P, PD and the HC284

groups. In addition, WM volume was significantly285

decreased in the dorsal area of the pons compared to286

the PD and HC (Supplementary Tables 4 and 5).287

Group analysis, MSA-P (Fig. 2) 288

Compared to the PD and HC groups, the MSA- 289

P group showed significantly increased MD values 290

in the putamen bilaterally, the pons extending to the 291

bilateral middle cerebellar peduncles (MCPs) and 292

cerebellar WM as well as significantly decreased FA 293

values in the pons, both MCPs and cerebellar WM 294

(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). 295

R2* values were significantly increased bilaterally 296

in the dorso-lateral putamen, the occipital WM and 297

cortex and the precuneus (Supplementary Table 3). 298

Significant GM reduction was evident in the bilat- 299

eral cerebellar cortex compared to the PSP, PD and 300

the HC groups and was also found in the right puta- 301

men and the caudate nucleus when compared to the 302

HC group (Supplementary Table 4). 303

Group analysis, PD (Supplementary Figure 1) 304

In the PD group, R2* values were significantly 305

increased in the left substantia nigra compared to the 306

HC group (Supplementary Table 3). The PD group 307

showed significant bilateral GM loss in the precuneus 308

compared to the PSP, MSA-P and the HC groups 309

(Supplementary Table 4). No significant alterations 310

of WM and DTI values were evident in PD compared 311

to all other groups. 312

Correlation of MRI parameters and clinical 313

assessments (Supplementary Figure 2) 314

In the PSP group, FA decreases and MD increases 315

in the area of the dentatorubrothalamic tract cor- 316

related significantly with Hoehn & Yahr staging 317

(FA; rs = –0.51, p < 0.05, MD; rs = 0.55, p < 0.05) 318

and FA decreases in the dentatorubrothalamic tract 319

negatively correlated with the UPDRS part III 320

score (rs = –0.56, p < 0.05) and disease duration 321

(rs = –0.64, p < 0.01). Additionally in the PSP group, 322

FA decreases and MD increases of the trunk of 323

the corpus callosum correlated significantly with the 324

UPDRS part III score (FA; rs = –0.77, p < 0.001, MD; 325

rs = 0.74, p < 0.005) and FA decreases in the trunk of 326

the corpus callosum correlated negatively with Hoehn 327

and Yahr staging (FA; rs = –0.62, p < 0,05). In the PD 328

group, a significant positive correlation was found 329

between R2* increases of left substantia nigra and 330

the UPDRS part III score (r = 0.50, p < 0.05). 331
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Table 1
Comparison of clinical characteristics among patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), Parkinson

variant of multiple system atrophy (MSA-P), or Parkinson’s disease (PD) and healthy controls

Group PSP MSA-P PD HC p-value

Number of subjects 18 16 16 21 NA
Gender (male/female) 14/4 8/8 9/7 8/13 0.10
Age at MRI (y), mean ± SD 67.1 ± 6.5 63.9 ± 7.1 65.2 ± 5.3 62.3 ± 6.8 0.14
Disease duration (y), mean ± SD 2.3 ± 1.5 1.9 ± 1.6 3.2 ± 2.0 NA 0.10

UPDRS part III, mean ± SD 32.3 ± 9.0† 40.5 ± 7.2
†††

∫
24.6 ± 6.9 NA <0.0001

Hoehn & Yahr stage, median (IQR) 3 (0.375) 3 (1)†† 2 (1) NA <0.005
MMSE, median (IQR) 27 (2)∗ 29 (2) 29 (2.75) 30 (1) <0.0001

∗p < 0.0001 versus HC. †p < 0.01; ††p < 0.001; †††p < 0.0001 versus PD.

∫
p < 0.01 versus PSP. IQR, interquartile

range; NA, not applicable; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale.

Principal component analysis and prediction332

accuracy of aggregated MRI parameters (Fig. 3)333

PCA identified two components with eigenval-334

ues greater than one. The first component highly335

loaded on five MRI parameters comprising the mean336

MD value of the bilateral thalamus (L = 0.96), mean337

MD and FA values of the dentatorubrothalamic338

tract (L = 0.95 and L = –0.78, respectively), mean FA339

and MD values of the corpus callosum (L = –0.86340

and L = 0.84, respectively). The second component341

mainly consisted of the mean MD and FA val-342

ues of the middle cerebellar peduncle (L = 0.99 and343

L = –0.85, respectively). Both principal components344

accounted for 89% of the variance of all MRI vari-345

ables and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin-Index of the model346

yielded a value of 0.76. The regression scores allowed347

to differentiate between PSP patients and MSA-P/PD348

patients yielding an AUC of 0.92 [95% CI: 0.85–1.0].349

The evaluation of the diagnostic ability to separate350

MSA-P patients from PD patients showed an AUC351

of 0.80 [95% CI: 0.64–0.96].352

DISCUSSION353

We identified distinct patterns of neurodegener-354

ation for PSP and MSA-P by applying PCA to355

multimodal voxel-based analysis of iron concentra-356

tion, microstructural integrity, as well as grey and357

white matter volumes, which could not be predicted358

by visual inspection or ROI analysis. Recently, a359

whole-brain voxel-based approach was applied to360

multimodal MRI parameters in patients with MSA361

subtypes and PD and the potential of combining dif-362

ferent MRI parameters to classify patients with MSA363

from PD was demonstrated [10]. However, no study364

so far has evaluated the diagnostic potential of mul-365

timodal MRI approaches to discriminate PSP and 366

MSA-P from each other and from PD. 367

Out of 20 variables of mean voxel-cluster val- 368

ues, revealed through categorical group comparisons, 369

PCA identified two principal components yielded by 370

the multimodal MRI approach. 371

The first principal component strongly loaded on 372

the DTI values of the thalamus, the dentatorubroth- 373

alamic tract and the corpus callosum. Since these 374

signal alterations were identified in the analysis of 375

variance of the PSP group in comparison to MSA 376

and PD, we interpret the first component as PSP 377

pattern (Fig. 1). The dentatorubrothalamic tract is 378

the major efferent cerebellar pathway arising from 379

the dentate nucleus of the cerebellum, through the 380

SCP, toward the contralateral nuclei of the thalamus. 381

Volume loss, diffusivity changes and altered func- 382

tional connectivity in the dentatorubrothalamic tract 383

of PSP were reported first by manually driven ROI 384

methods [5, 21] and subsequently by automated MRI 385

analysis techniques [22–24]. These MRI findings 386

correspond with neuropathological findings show- 387

ing axonal damage of the dentatorubrothalamic tract 388

comprising loss of myelinated fibers, tau pathology 389

and microgliosis in autopsy PSP cases [25]. Consis- 390

tent with previous findings, alterations of DTI metrics 391

in the SCP correlated with the clinical severity in PSP 392

[24, 26, 27]. Although cerebellar ataxia is one of the 393

exclusion criteria of the consensus operational crite- 394

ria for PSP, cerebellar involvement has been reported 395

by postmortem [28], neurophysiological [29] and 396

neuroimaging studies [30–32]. In particular the den- 397

tatorubrothalamic tract is one of the most affected 398

region in PSP patients showing no association with 399

cerebellar ataxia [22–24]. Microstructural disintegra- 400

tion and corresponding volume loss of the trunk of 401

the corpus callosum identified as a second unique 402
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Fig. 1. Neurodegenerative pattern of progressive supranulcear palsy (PSP) assessed by multimodal MRI. The images represent the regions
that showed significant higher mean diffusivity (a), lower fractional anisotropy (b), increased R2* values (c), decreased grey and white matter
(d, e), respectively, in PSP patients. Differences in the comparison with healthy controls (HCs), Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Parkinson
variant of multiple system atrophy (MSA-P) are shown in blue, light blue, pink, respectively. Likewise, regions which showed significant
differences in PSP patients compared both with HCs and with PD, both HCs and MSA-P and both PD and MSA-P are labeled in green, red
and yellow, respectively. Regions in white had significantly different values in PSP relative to all other groups. HC, healthy controls; MSA-P,
Parkinson variant of multiple system atrophy; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy.

pattern of early-stage PSP was in line with a previous403

DTI study in moderately advanced PSP patients [6].404

The anterior and middle part of the corpus callosum405

comprise neuronal projections that interconnect with406

the prefrontal, premotor, supplementary motor and407

primary motor cortices [33]. DTI changes and vol-408

ume loss of the trunk of the corpus callosum in PSP409

might reflect emotional and cognitive impairments410

attributed to connected frontal lobe areas [6].411

The second component derived from PCA was pri- 412

marily composed of the DTI signal of the MCPs 413

which were significantly altered in the MSA-P group 414

(Fig. 2) and in line with previous ROI-based and 415

voxel-based DTI MRI studies, comparing MSA-P 416

cohorts with PD [34]. This MRI finding corresponds 417

with neuropathological observations showing atro- 418

phy of MCPs and loss of pontine neurons and 419

transverse pontocerebellar fibers in MSA [35]. How- 420
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Fig. 2. Neurodegenerative pattern in Parkinson variant of multiple system atrophy (MSA-P) assessed by multimodal MRI. The images
represent the regions that showed significant higher mean diffusivity (a), lower fractional anisotropy (b), increased R2* values (c), decreased
grey and white matter (d, e), respectively, in MSA-P patients. Differences in the comparison with healthy controls (HCs), Parkinson’s disease
(PD) and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) are shown in blue, light blue, pink, respectively. Likewise, regions which showed significant
differences in MSA-P patients compared both with HCs and with PD, both HCs and PSP and both PD and PSP are labeled in green, red and
yellow, respectively. Regions in white had significantly different values in MSA-P relative to all other groups. HC, healthy controls; MSA-P,
Parkinson variant of multiple system atrophy; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy.

ever, in our study no significant differences were421

found in the MCP and putamen of the MSA-P group422

compared to the PSP group, indicating that additional423

parameters as those of identified by the principal com- 424

ponent analysis are needed to also differentiate those 425

patients. 426
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Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of aggregated MRI parameters derived from principal component analysis. MSA-P, Parkinson variant of multiple
system atrophy; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy.

Our study is the first to utilize an observer-427

independent and voxel based approach to localize428

changes of iron accumulation among PSP, MSA-P429

and PD patients throughout the entire brain. In the430

PSP cohort increased iron content was identified in431

the bilateral substantia nigra and red nucleus, the432

bilateral pallidum, right putamen and the occipital433

cortex compared to the HC group as well as in the434

bilateral pallidum and right putamen compared to435

PD. Excessive iron accumulation of the substantia436

nigra, red nucleus, pallidum and putamen was pre-437

viously reported in neuropathological examinations438

and ROI-based MRI studies of PSP patients [36, 37].439

Interestingly tau accumulation in PSP was found to440

co-localize with ferritin suggesting that ferritin/iron441

complex might interact with the modulation of tau442

aggregation [38]. Voxel-based analysis of R2* maps443

also localized signal increases in the putamen of444

the MSA-P group when compared to PD and HC445

groups which is in line with numerous ROI-based446

MRI studies and pathological findings of putaminal447

ferritin deposits [39, 40]. In agreement with ROI-448

based MRI studies [41, 42], the present voxel-wise449

analysis also revealed increased iron deposition in450

the substantia nigra of the PD group, which correlated451

with the motor severity in our study. This finding fits452

to the concept of in-vitro, animal and genetic stud-453

ies reporting cumulative evidence of a pathogenetic454

contribution of local iron overload in degenerative455

parkinsonism [43, 44]. Surprisingly, R2* values of456

any region was not included as an outcome measure457

of the PCA suggesting that differences of iron accu- 458

mulation measured by R2* MRI might play a minor 459

role in the differential diagnosis among PSP, MSA-P 460

and PD. This finding is also in line with a recently 461

published multimodal MRI approach that, although 462

successful to discriminate MSA-P from PD by using 463

grey matter volume and DTI parameters, failed to 464

identify significant R2* values [10]. 465

A stepwise ROC analysis and corresponding AUC 466

calculation was applied to investigate the diagnostic 467

potential of regression scores yielded by PCA in three 468

disease entities. In the first step PSP was successfully 469

discriminated from MSA-P and PD with high accu- 470

racy yielding an AUC of 0.92, followed by the second 471

step separating MSA-P from PD with moderate accu- 472

racy yielding an AUC of 0.80. Recently, other MRI 473

approaches already indicated the improved potential 474

of applying multiple sequences to enhance the differ- 475

entiation of patients either to the diagnostic entity 476

MSA or PD [9, 10]. However, our approach was 477

the first to add a cohort of early stage PSP patients 478

to this endeavor and clearly outperformed reported 479

clinical investigations including conventional MRI 480

analysis. Symptoms of atypical parkinsonian disor- 481

ders frequently mimic those of PD, particularly in 482

early stage of the disease [1, 2]. In case series with 483

pathologically proven MSA or PSP, only 50% of 484

MSA cases were diagnosed correctly by their primary 485

neurologist [1] and the sensitivity of the diagnostic 486

criteria for probable PSP was only 50% at the first 487

visit [14]. 488
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We have to acknowledge three limitations of this489

explorative study. First, the lack of postmortem con-490

firmation is a potential limitation of the present491

study. However, we stringently applied validated clin-492

ical criteria, with consensus on the diagnosis from493

2 experts in movement disorders being required.494

The final clinical classification was anchored on the495

last visit after an extended follow-up period of at496

least 24 months. In addition, ancillary investigations497

including radiotracer imaging confirming nigros-498

triatal dopaminergic deficit and structural imaging499

excluding secondary causes were supportive of the500

degenerative nature of the movement disorder. Still,501

due to the overlapping heterogeneous presentation of502

parkinsonian disorders, we cannot entirely exclude,503

that patients with mild disease courses were misdiag-504

nosed based on the criteria mentioned above. Second,505

the small sample sizes of this proof-of-principal study506

do not allow for the generalisation of the findings507

in the routine clinical setting at this stage, and val-508

idation in larger cohorts is warranted. Third, due to509

the resolution of DTI, partial volume effects of the510

CSF compartment are likely to occur, affecting neigh-511

boring voxel values of the gray and white matter512

compartment with lower signal. Although the mask-513

ing procedure outlined in the method section removed514

95% of CSF signal, a remaining signal inference515

occurring at the transition of CSF and the gray and516

white mater compartment cannot be entirely ruled517

out.518

Conclusion519

With the help of principal component analysis,520

the DTI metrics of voxel-clusters in the thalamus,521

dentatorubrothalamic tract, the corpus callosum and522

the middle cerebellar peduncle explained 89% of the523

variance of all MRI variables of the entire patients’524

cohorts. In this proof-of-concept study, the identi-525

fied components revealed high diagnostic accuracy526

to discriminate individual patients with PSP from527

those with MSA and PD and moderate accuracy to528

separate MSA-P patients from PD in their early dis-529

ease stages. The findings of this study suggest that530

in the clinical setting dedicated MRI has the poten-531

tial to improve the diagnosis of atypical parkinsonian532

disorders by including DTI metrics in the clinical533

routine MRI protocol and selecting the appropriate534

location of affected brain regions. Further stud-535

ies should use the morphometric patterns identified536

here as part of probabilistic information added to a537

dedicated brain atlas and validate its diagnostic accu-538

racy in larger samples sizes including patients with 539

clinical uncertain presentations of a parkinsonian 540

syndrome. 541
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